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Pierre Cavale, director
Biography 

Pierre Cavale came to the cinema both through  
acting and writing. As soon as he finished his studies 
at the “Conservatoire d’art dramatique de Montréal” 
(a renowned acting school), he started off to write and 
interpret plays, then songs that were often like little 
films. In 2012, he discovered the Kino movement and, 
through this magnificent laboratory, he finally took a 
plunge himself as a filmmaker. Cavale has two docu-
mentaries and three short fiction films to his credit.

https://pierrecavale.com

Director statement

First, I am proud to mention that it meets the Bechdel 
test criteria in every respect and all characters are lead-
ing roles. Furthermore, all interior scenes have been 
shot on March 8th, International Women’s Day.

In this film, three women and an eleven year old  
girl are gathered during a whole winter day. Their 
actions speak about traces: those whom we leave 
behind us, those left by time passing by and those 
who mark the blessed “here and now” moments. 
Together, Infinitely lifts the veil on Madeleine’s world 
and the trails of her life fading one by one, erased  
by the Alzheimer’s disease.

My partner Christiane Litalien, who produced this  
film with me, also served as art director and script  
supervisor. Moreover, she is a painter and she’s the 
one who created all the works integrated in the sets. 
But above all, the story we tell through «Together, In-
finitely» is partly inspired by Christiane’s mother, who 
suffered from Alzheimer’s disease for more than fifteen 
years and with whom Christiane’s own daughter had a  
privileged relationship.

— Pierre Cavale, screenwriter, director and producer

https://pierrecavale.com


Cast
Madeleine Hélène REEVES

Anabelle Zoélie LAMPRON-FOURNIER
Roxanne Karine PICARD
Violaine Catherine HAMANN

Crew
Screenwriter, Director and Producer Pierre CAVALE

Art Director and Producer Christiane LITALIEN
Cinematographer Karl JANISSE

Editor and Colorist Pierre CAVALE
Sound Julia INNES, Stéphane MÉTAIL, Geoffrey MITCHELL

Foley artist Karl DE SERRES
Mix Julia INNES, Pierre CAVALE

Special Effects Simon DE LA DURANTAYE
Original Soundtrack Éric SENÉCAL

Short Film | Québec (Canada) | 2017 | 11:58 minutesShort Film | Québec (Canada) | 2017 | 11:58 minutes

Colour | HD | French, with English subtitles | Aspect Ratio: 2:35Colour | HD | French, with English subtitles | Aspect Ratio: 2:35

Formats: Blu-Ray, DVD, Digital File Formats: Blu-Ray, DVD, Digital File | | Sound: StereoSound: Stereo

Together, Infinitely



Synopsis
On a winter morning, a painter watches the rising storm.  

Prematurely aged by illness, she nevertheless tries to draw.  
But the visit of her granddaughter will unexpectedly illuminate her day.



Zoélie Lampron-Fournier 
as ANABELLE

Zoélie was revealed to the public in 2012 
through Unité 9, a television series that  

has been a resounding success in French 
Canada. She was then personifying  
a young girl fighting leukemia while  

her mother was in prison. 

In Together, Infinitely, Zoélie is Anabelle,  
an old soul in the skin of a child who  

maintains a symbiotic relationship  
with her grandmother Madeleine.



Hélène Reeves 
as MADELEINE

One of Hélène’s striking roles remains that 
of Estelle Blanchard in Coteau rouge, a film 

directed by Marc-André Forcier,  
about which Variety wrote:  

“A radiantly fading Hélène Reeves”.

In Together, Infinitely, the slightest of  
her looks pierce the screen, while she  

offers a refined composition of a painter  
struggling with the Alzheimer’s disease.



Catherine Hamann’s first big-screen experience  
was in Kim Nguyen’s very first feature, Le Marais.  
On television, she has held supporting roles in  
three Canadian mainstream series: Toute la vérité, 
Trauma and O’. 

She is now part of a big buzz on the Web: Le Projet 
Stérone, a series of humorous, web-based sketches 
written, directed and produced by women.

In Together, Infinitely, Catherine embodies  
Violaine, a woman of great listening ability,  
entirely devoted to the well-being of  
Madeleine, whom she knows how to  
respect through all the excesses of  
her illness.

Catherine Hamann 
as VIOLAINE

Karine Picard counts to her credit several leading roles 
in short films. She also took part in the Web series  
Le client a toujours raison, as well as in TV series  
Polygraphe, Fugitifs, and Situation d’urgence.

In Together, Infinitely, Karine embodies a  
woman at the antipodes of her generous  
personality. Roxanne is obsessed by the  
sense of duty and the desire to maintain  
appearances. But the ties between her mother 
and her daughter will finally open her eyes to 
the world to which she belongs and the value 
of the people that surround her.

Karine Picard 
as ROXANNE



Pierre Cavale’s Filmography
2021

Mes yeux pour voir  
videoclip  
French 

2017

Infiniment unies (Together, Infinitely)  
short film, fiction  
French with English subtitles

2016

Le Portugal, un grand petit pays 
(Portugal, a Great Little Country) 
feature documentary 
codirected with Christiane Litalien 
French and English with French subtitles

Une histoire sans fin (An Endless Story) 
short film, documentary 
French and English with French subtitles

2015
La mise à l’épreuve (The Test) 
short film, fiction 
French

2014

Elle danse avec la vie (Dancing With Life) 
short film, fiction 
French with English subtitles

So far I have produced all my movies myself,  
under the banner “Pure Coincidence Films”.  
Christiane Litalien works with me on the  
destiny of this small company, devoted as  
much to the fiction as the documentary.

We seek to share with you the world as we  
perceive it. Of course, we hope you will  
recognize yourself through our films. But if  
this is the case, it will always be a beautiful 
and pure coincidence!

— Pierre Cavale
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Production and distribution
Pure Coincidence Films
Producer : Pierre Cavale and Christiane Litalien
+1 514 706 4605
info@purecoincidence.ca
https://purecoincidence.ca/en/home/
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